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Fra Presidenten

SPRING AND FALL 2011
In this issue:

Dear NORTANA members:
Greetings to all of you. As we enter into the new
year of 2012, your NORTANA organization has a
new board that is looking forward to its three
years in service to the organization. As incoming
president, I would first like to thank the outgoing
members of the board for their dedication and
hard work. Louis Janus deserves special thanks
for serving several terms as president. Thanks
Louis for your leadership, humor and much work
behind the NORTANA scenes. Second, I can assure you that the incoming
board is an enthusiastic group that is ready to start its three-year term. The
new board members are:
President: Claudia Berguson (Pacific Lutheran University)
Vice-president: Ingrid Urberg (Augustana Campus, University of Alberta)
Treasurer: Gergana May (Indiana University)
Secretary: Melissa Gjellstad (University of North Dakota)
Webmaster: John Weinstock (retired from University of Texas, Austin)
Bjørn Jensen Apartment: Margaret O’Leary (St. Olaf College)
Newsletter Editor: Milda Halvorson (Concordia College)
Our first NORTANA meeting of the 2011-2012 academic year was held in
conjunction with Norway Seminar in Minneapolis. At this October
meeting, the new board met to set priorities for this year and to discuss a
number of initiatives. Among the initiatives were the graduate student
travel stipend and the newsletter in new electronic form. Our members’
meeting brought much good discussion. Please read the minutes for
details of the October meeting.
A common commitment for us all is to educate and inspire students and
the general public to continue to learn about Norway and its culture,
literature and language. NORTANA, in turn, is here to educate, inspire
and support us in our work as we continue to be aware of the need to keep
our programs vibrant. Our newly established graduate travel stipend is
one very good step in this direction. Continued support for researchers
through housing in the Bjørn Jensen apartment is another. The information
sent through our email listserve and in the newsletter is yet another way
we as an organization let our members know of available resources, job
postings and the like.
I hope to see many of you at the SASS meeting this spring in Salt Lake
City. Feedback, NORTANA stories and ideas are always welcome!
Happy New Year to all!
Sincerely,
Claudia Berguson

Fra Presidenten
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NORTANA Business
NORTANA Meeting Minutes: Spring 2011
The meeting was held in Chicago, IL, April 30, 2011.
The meeting was called to order by President Louis
Janus at 12:20pm. Business was as follows:

outgoing NORTANA board.
3. Meeting Discussion and Announcements:
•

Announcement of positions: Renessa Osteberg has
accepted the full time one-year position at St. Olaf.
A tenure-track position at St. Olaf is announced.
Applications will be reviewed beginning in
October 2011. Nancy Aarsvold has taken a new
position as assistant director of instructional
technology at St. Olaf.

•

Upcoming Norgesseminar meetings:
Norgesseminar will be held at the University of
Minnesota in 2011. Discussion followed of future
host institutions for the seminar. Concordia
College in 2012 was mentioned as a possibility.

•

New Regulations for Graduate School
Applications: Torild Homstad asked for member
discussion of the new regulations for application
to graduate schools in Norway. New regulations
state the applicant must apply by a deadline
December 1 and have a bachelor’s degree in hand
by time of application. This presents problems for
senior students hoping to continue graduate
school the following year. It was raised whether
NORTANA could send a letter stating concerns
directly or through Anita to the Ministry of
Education. Terje Leiren questioned whether we
can vote on such an action without the document
in hand. It was moved and seconded that
NORTANA express its concerns through Anita,
and that the letter ask for clarification and state
how our students are impacted. Margaret Hayford
O'Leary and Torild Homstad agreed to send Anita
a short text stating NORTANAs concerns.

1. Officer’s Reports
•

Newsletter Editor: Torild Homstad asked for
submission of any newsletter information.

•

Treasurer: From Tanya Thresher the report is the
NORTANA account stands at $7998.19, with
$5.00 in a savings account.

•

Bjørn Jensen Apartment: Margaret Hayford
O'Leary reported that the apartment is full for
this year. Applications for coming years and for
bostøtte are welcome. Forms are online.
Margaret is also going to check what needs to be
replaced in the apartment in Oslo.

•

Webmaster: Kari Lie reported that Google Docs
will now be the new location of the NORTANA
website. Reading guides are still heavily
accessed. Forms for the apartment and for travel
stipends are online. She asked members for more
information on Norgesseminar history.

•

President: Louis Janus reminded us that the 25year anniversary of the NORTANA organization
is coming up. He will check the year the
organization was established. He also reported
that ACTFL standards would soon be published,
and that NORTANA has given $200.00 to the
SASS Centennial Fund. There was no word on
the ASTRO (Swedish teacher’s organization)
match.

2. Report from the Consulate General’s Office, New
York, by Anita Rabben Asbjørnsen
•

•
•

Norgesseminar 2011 “Norwegian Identity and
Integration” will be held in Minneapolis Oct. 1316.

•
•
•

•
Plans for the royal visit to the US in October 2011
are in progress.
•
Gifts were given to Louis Janus and to the

3. Congratulations to:
Donna Stockton on completion of her Ph.D.;
Steve Finney for the ASF translation prize and for
completing his M.A.;
Ellen Rees, Arne Lunde, and Margaret Hayford
O'Leary for new book publications;
Melissa Gjellstad for her UND excellence in
teaching award;
John Weinstock for upcoming translation of a text
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•
•

by Ailo Gaup;
Troy Storfjell for upcoming sabbatical.
Best wishes to Milda Halvorson for the baby
soon to be born.

4. The new NORTANA board was announced:
President Claudia Berguson, Vice President Ingrid
Urberg, Treasurer Gergana May, Secretary
Melissa Gjellstad, Newsletter Editor Milda
Halvorson, Webmaster John Weinstock, Bjørn
Jensen Apartment Margaret Hayford O'Leary.
Meeting was adjourned by President Louis Janus.
Respectfully submitted by
Melissa Gjellstad
NORTANA Secretary

NORTANA Editor’s Report
by Torild Homstad
The first NORTANA Newsletter was published in
November 1983, and has come out more or less two
times a year since then. Louis Janus was the first
editor and remained at the editorial helm through
November of 1995. I took over as a newsletter
editor in spring of 2006. A new editor will take over
with the new board at SASS this spring.
Approximately 175 copies if each issue of the
Newsletter are mailed out, but probably less than
half of these are to paid-up members. Our policy
has been that we want as many interested parties as
possible to be aware of what NORTANA does, so
we include a large number of complimentary
mailings, and we tend not to remove delinquent
members from the mailing list for several years.
A number of years ago Lloyd Hustvedt
volunteered that the Norwegian American
Historical Association could maintain the
NORTANA archives. I have gathered what I
believe to be a complete set of newsletters for the
archives. No one has yet written a history of
NORTANA, but the collection of newsletters is a
good start. For the historical records we should also
have copies of the Norgesseminar programs and
the texts of the songs performed at each of the

NORTANA meetings. I have received only a
couple of song texts from NORTANA members,
and have very few copies of Norgesseminar
programs. As you do your spring cleaning, please

The Three-Year Report by Louis Janus
The Executive Board of NORTANA, elected and
appointed in 2008, consisted of Louis Janus
(President), Kaare Strøm (Vice President), Tanya
Thresher (Treasurer), Claudia Berguson (Secretary),
Anne Sabo (At Large), Margaret Hayford O'Leary
(Housing Support Coordinator), Torild Homstad
(Newsletter Editor), and Kari Lie (Frøken Vev).
Membership figures stand at approximately 100
dues-paying members and 50 honorary members.
Financially NORTANA maintains a balance of
slightly more than $80,000, before the dues that
members paid at SASS (May 2011) were added.
NORTANA has completed a three-year period of
both growth and stability. The organization
continued to focus on efficient communications
among its members and beyond to the greater
community.
More than 230 messages have been distributed on
NORTANA-L to members. The NORTANA.net
(and NORTANA.org) websites garner a substantial
number of hits, especially the ‘readers guides’
NORTANA offers the public. The board
recommends that the number of these guides be
expanded beyond the current six, as it provides
good publicity about Norway and Norwegian
fiction.
NORTANA has organized several workshops on
pedagogy, assessments, and standards in 2007 in
Austin, TX, in 2010 in Bloomington, IN, and at the
SASS Conference in 2011 in Chicago, IL. To ease the
attendance burden the Indiana meeting,
NORTANA offered members a $50 housing stipend
for the extra day spent at the NorgesSeminar. In
addition, several NORTANA members cooperated
in the effort to draft and submit a document for
Norwegian on the National Standards for the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages. This document has been approved by
ACTFL and we are now awaiting publication.
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The video competitions NORTANA sponsored did
not generate the anticipated excitement. The current
board is designing a method to encourage (and
make more feasible) graduate student attendance at
the annual NorgesSeminar. While the Royal
Consulate General in New York sponsors and
arranges for speakers for the Seminarer,
NORTANA gives advice about the contents,
lectures and participants. Another area of important
cooperation among NORTANA, the Consulate, and
SIU is the ongoing annual NORTANA travel grant
program.

With generous support from the Royal Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, NORTANA is able to
maintain the Bjørn Jensen apartment in Oslo, and
offer reasonable housing for NORTANA members
who are in Oslo on professional business. Because
not all research by our members happens in Oslo,
NORTANA expanded its financial housing support
to anywhere in Norway.

NORTANA Meeting Minutes: Fall 2011

NORTANA currently has $8392.19 in the bank
account. May reminded members to pay their
annual dues ($15 for 1 year or $40 for 3 years),
and that a survey will be issued in order to
gather additional data (research interests,
updated contact information) as she renews the
membership database.
d. Secretary: Melissa Gjellstad distributed the
minutes from the previous meeting (Chicago
SASS conference, 30 Apr 11). The minutes were
approved as corrected.
e. Newsletter: Milda Halvorson polled members
about transitioning the newsletter from a paper
copy to an online edition. After a short
discussion, the members voted for the
transition. NORTANA will still offer a paper
edition for those who require it, a best practice
also adopted by SASS. Halvorson asked
members to submit news to her for the
upcoming edition.
f. Webmaster: John Weinstock told that he is
working on the webpage, and requested
members to send him suggestions for changes
and updates.
g. Bjørn Jensen Apartment: Margaret O’Leary
restated the rental terms for the apartment (4400
NOK, including electricity and internet) and
that it must be leased immediately because the
current residents are leaving early. O’Leary
reminded members that applications for the
apartment or bostøtte are welcome. Forms are
online. O’Leary and Frankie Shackleford rented
the apartment this summer and updated a few
things. Troy Storfjell, Melissa Gjellstad and
Gergana May received bostøtte in 2011. O’Leary
thanked Torild Homstad and the ISS for their

The meeting was held in Minneapolis, MN, October
15, 2011. The meeting was called to order by
President Claudia Berguson at 4:00pm. There were
approximately 35 members present and several
guests. The order of business included:
1. Welcome and One Minute of Silence for
victims of 22 July 11

2. Reports of Officers
a. President: Claudia Berguson updated members
on the graduate student travel grant to attend
Norgesseminaret. Berguson congratulated this
year’s inaugural recipient, Natalie van Deusen
(U Wisconsin). Berguson also advised members
that the Board is working on a revision of the
bylaws to accommodate two projects –
nonprofit status and a graduate student
representative.
b. Vice President: Ingrid Urberg stated that she
and Webmaster John Weinstock and working
together on updating the organization’s
webpage.
c. Treasurer: Gergana May reported that

The outgoing board extends to the incoming board
the best wishes for continuing success of
NORTANA as it starts its 25th year.
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local administrative support for the apartment.
3. Report from the Consulate General’s Office,
New York, by Henrik Width
a. Width gave an overview of the impact of the
Royal Visit by King Harald and Queen Sonja to
the US, including recent media coverage, as well
as other events in New York City. There are no
large plans yet underway for 2012. Sara Marie
Ullerø will begin January 2012 as the new
Director of International Education. The
Consulate General has purchased a new
residence in New York City, which is a much
better space to live and entertain guests.
b. Questions were raised about the traveling
Amundsen exhibit, coordinated by the
Ambassador’s Office in Washington, DC.
4. New Business
a. TIN # and Bank Account – President Berguson
apprised members of the process to attain
nonprofit status, including the amendment of
the bylaws to state our nonprofit status, the
procurement of a Tax Identification Number
(TIN #), and the application for tax exempt
status as a non-profit organization. The short
term solution for the NORTANA bank account
when Treasurer May began was to move
NORTANA funds to St. Olaf temporarily. Once
the bylaws are amended and approved by the
membership, the Board will move forward with
the TIN #.
b. Register as an organization in Norway –
President Berguson expressed the Board’s wish
to be registered as an organization in Norway to
ease the transfer of funds for the Bjørn Jensen
apartment. Donna Stockton volunteered to help
Margaret O’Leary with the process.
c. Upcoming Norgesseminar – Milda Halvorson
had welcomed us to Concordia College for 2012.
However, because Consul General in Houston
Jostein Mykletun and Sonya Mykletun have
invited NORTANA to Texas during their term,
the membership agreed to hold Norgesseminaret
in Houston in 2012. The theme will center on
topics of petroleum and energy. Future sites for
Norgesseminar were suggested: Concordia
College – 2013, U Washington/Pacific Lutheran
U or Washington DC – 2014, U Berkeley – 2015,
and St. Olaf College – 2016. It was noted that the
annual SASS conference will be held in Salt Lake
City in 2012 and San Francisco in 2013.

5. Announcements and News
a. Camilla Collett – 2013 will be the bicentennial of
her birth. Donna Stockton planned to send
celebration updates to Webmaster Weinstock
and Editor Halvorson.
b. Einar Vannebo updated members on the
International Summer School, including
integration of the Norwegian Peace Prize Forum
with the Peace Studies and Confidence Building
seminar co-hosted in Lillehammer and Oslo.
There may be a Norwegian teachers’ course
offered at ISS in 2013.
c. Lise Hjelmeland and Judy Torvik informed
members about study abroad offerings at the
Høyskolen i Telemark in Bø.
d. Positions
i. Tenure track position open at St. Olaf College.
Application reviews begin next week.
ii. Tenure track position opening at U Alberta,
Edmonton, in Norwegian or Swedish.
iii. Potential tenure track position to open at
Luther College upon Kathy Stokke’s
retirement.
e. Congratulations
i. Natalie van Deusen published three articles
last year as a graduate student.
ii. Milda Halvorson welcomed daughter Evelina
in May.
iii. Audun Toven sends warm greetings from his
new home in California.
iv. Sara Marie Ullerø was welcomed to her new
position in New York, as NORTANA
members anticipated working with her in
2012.
6. Adjourned
a. The meeting was adjourned by President
Claudia Berguson.
Respectfully submitted by
Secretary Melissa Gjellstad
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Membership Survey and Dues
The board is currently preparing a survey which
will ask for your opinion on how the organization
is functioning now and will solicit ideas on how it
can serve you better in the future. It will also ask
you to update your information (address, affiliation
and scholarly interests) and inform you about the
expiration date of your membership. In the
previous paper editions of the newsletter, the
mailing label on the envelope showed your
membership expiration date. Since we are now
moving to an electronic newsletter, this indicator
will no longer be there. Therefore, at the time of
each newsletter, the Treasurer will also email
everyone information about when their
membership expires. Membership (for graduate
students and community education instructors) for
one year is $12, for three years is $30. Membership
(for all others) for one year is $15, and for three
years is $40. Some of the incentives for being a
member of NORTANA (besides being in the
company of amazing colleagues and friends) are:
receiving a copy of the newsletter, the possibilities
to apply for travel stipends and housing support
from NORTANA, as well as to apply and receive
Travel Grants from the Norwegian Consulate
General in New York. Membership is also a
prerequisite to be invited to Norgesseminaret. If
you know your membership is expiring and would
like to renew, please send you check written out to
NORTANA to:
Gergana May
Department of Germanic Studies
Ballantine Hall 644
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405
Thank you!
Gergana May
Treasurer

SAVE THE DATE!
Beaver Creek Retreat 2012
February 17-19
Contact Edith Matteson emmatteson@charter.net
SASS Conference 2012
Salt Lake City, UT
May 3-5
http://sass2012.byu.edu./
AASSC Conference 2012
Wilfrid Laurier and Waterloo Universities, Ontario
May 28 – 31
http://aassc.com/category/conference/
Narratives of Traumatic Events
Interdisciplinary Conference 2012
Kristiansand, Norway
June 6-8
HTTP://WWW.UIA.NO/NO/PORTALER/OM_UNIVERSITETET/HUMANIORA_OG_PEDAGOGIK
K/NORDISK_OG_MEDIEFAG/FORSKNING/TRAUMETS_LITTERARITET/AFTER_THE_CRISIS

Alf Prøysen’s authorship for children
International Conference
Hedmark University College,
Hamar, Norway
June 11-12
http://www.hihm.no/proysen/barnelitteratur
Ibsen and World Drama(s)
XIIIth International Ibsen Conference 2012
Tromsø, Norway
June 18 – 23
http://ibsen.uit.no/
Skogfjorden 50
Celebration the 50th Anniversary
Bemiji, MN
June 22-24
https://www.facebook.com/#!/Skogfjorden50
IASS Conference 2012: Literature and Law
Riga and Daugavpils, Latvia
August 7-11
http://www.uia.be/node/335319
Norgesseminar 2012
Petroleum and Energy in Norway
Houston, TX
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Research and Study Opportunities
The University of Sheffield in
conjunction with the British
Library (BL) is offering a PhD
studentship to commence in
September 2012 to investigate
the experience of Englishspeaking tourists in Norway in
the long nineteenth century. The
project is based in the School of
English Literature, Language
and Linguistics and the focus
will be on travel writing and on
the written materials produced
to support the growing travel
industry in Norway, such as
guidebooks, phrasebooks and
publicity materials, working in
particular with the archives and
resources of the British Library.
The project will be supervised
by Professor Andrew Linn, a
specialist in 19th-century
Scandinavian language and
culture, who will provide the
lead on research into the travel
writing of the period and into
language works produced to
help English-speaking visitors
to Norway. Professor Richard
Jenkins from the Department of
Sociological Studies will act as
second supervisor and work on
issues of national and personal
identity in the encounter
between the tourists and those
they met on their travels.
Barbara Hawes, curator of
Scandinavian collections at the
British Library, will be able to
guide you in the use of the most
appropriate primary and
secondary materials in the BL’s
collections.
We are extremely grateful for
the collaboration of the new

British Library Scholarship PhD
Project “Under Northern Skies:
English-speaking tourists’
encounter with Norway 1750-1930”

Norwegian Museum of Tourism,
which is due to open at Balestrand
in western Norway in late 2013. The
museum has generously offered to
provide accommodation and
workspace for the student at the
appropriate stage of the project and,
if appropriate, to mount an
exhibition at the end of the project
based on the research. This is a rare
opportunity for outreach and for
engagement with audiences beyond
academia and beyond the UK.
You will have the benefit of
membership of several academic
networks. Prof. Linn has a grant
beginning in 2012 from the Arts and
Humanities Research Council to
study the experience of Norwegian
migrants to the New World in the
late 19th century and you will be
actively involved in the activities of
this project. There is a growing
Centre for Nordic Studies at the
university, and you will be fully
involved in its activities. Within the
School of English you will be

encouraged to engage with
research training provided on
the MA course in NineteenthCentury Studies and in the
sociohistorical strand of the MA
in English Language, as well as
with research seminars in
History and in Sociology. The
new (2011) postgraduate
interdisciplinary research
seminar on the history of travel
writing in the Faculty of Arts
and Humanities is testimony to
the thriving body of researchers
you would be joining. It is not a
prerequisite to have knowledge
of a Nordic language.
The studentship will pay tuition
fees at the UK/EU rate, a
maintenance award at the
standard RCUK rate (£13,590 in
2011-12), and a Research
Training Support Grant (£500
per annum). UK, EU and
Overseas students are all
welcome to apply— Overseas
students must pay the difference
between the UK/EU and
Overseas fees.
Applications should be made by
3 February 2012 using the
university’s online application
form –
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/post
graduate/research/apply
Further information is available
from Prof. Andrew Linn
(a.r.linn@shef.ac.uk)
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Call for Papers

The AASSC Student/Undfunded Faculty Incentive Fund

AASSC 2012

Members wishing to present a paper at the
upcoming AASSC Congress, who do not receive
travel funding from their respective institutions, be
they faculty or graduate students, are invited to
apply for a travel scholarship of $500 from the
above fund.

Wilfrid Laurier and Waterloo Universities, Ontario
May 28 – May 31, 2012
The thirty-first annual meeting of the Association for
the Advancement of Scandinavian Studies in Canada
(AASSC) will be held at the Wilfrid Laurier and
Waterloo Universities, Ontario from May 28 – May 31,
2012 in conjunction with the meetings of the Canadian
Federation for the Humanities and Social
Sciences/Fédération Canadienne des Sciences
Humaines.
To commemorate the centenary of August Strindberg’s
death, we have decided to make Strindberg the general
theme of this year’s AASSC conference. The AASSC
invites papers of 20 minutes duration, to be followed
by an additional 10 minutes of discussion time. Papers
may be given in English or French on a Scandinavian
related topic in any discipline, including Finnish and
Icelandic topics. Even though Strindberg will be the
focus point of this conference, papers are not limited to
this theme and we welcome all contributions within
Scandinavian Studies.
Proposals for panels on specific themes are invited, as
are proposals for interdisciplinary colloquia or special
sessions in regard to the theme of the overall
conference (Canadian Federation for the Humanities
and Social Sciences), which is “Crossroads: Scholarship
for an Uncertain World”. Please ensure that individual
abstracts and brief CVs for each paper/presenter on a
panel accompany such proposals and that you contact
the Program Committee directly.
Proposals for panels/abstracts should be submitted by
January 15, 2012 through e-mail and the subject section
should read AASSC PAPER PROPOSAL.
Submissions should include title ofpaper, abstract
(150-250 words), and the author’s name, affiliation and
contact information. Please email your submission to
the chair of the AASSC Program Committee:
Mads Bunch
mads.bunch@gmail.com
AASSC Vice President and Programming Chair
Department of Scandinavian Studies and Linguistics
University of Copenhagen
Njalsgade 120, 2300 S.
Denmark

The application should detail status of the
applicant, title of paper and an abstract.
Please direct the application
to: birwallace@eastlink.ca

Call for Papers
After the Crisis: An Interdisciplinary
Conference on Narratives of Traumatic Events
Kristiansand, Norway, June 6-8, 2012
The conference’s aim is to focus on various kinds of
trauma narratives, for instance stories told by
clients in therapy, stories told by survivors or
witnesses to the media, or stories told by
professional authors in fiction and non-fictional
texts. We welcome contributions that explore
various dimensions of trauma narratives, such as
form and function, gender inscriptions, sexuality
and power, or effect and role of narratives in the
construction of national and historical trauma
concepts.
We invite scholars across scientific and
departmental boundaries to share new research on
trauma narratives and representations of trauma.
Keynote speakers:
Molly Andrews, Mieke Bal, Cathy Caruth, Trond
Heir, Jakob Lothe, Inka Mülder-Bach, Lars Weisæth
Co-sponsored by:
University of Agder, The Department of Nordic and
Media Studies
University of Bergen, The Department of Linguistic,
Literary and Aesthetic Studies
Stiftelsen Arkivet. Center for Historical Reflection
and Peacebuilding
Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic
Stress Studies
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Call for Papers
Disastrous events and traumatic experiences are
unbearable in their horror and intensity, causing
shock, stress and terror in the individuals affected
by them. They may occur suddenly and
unexpectedly, or be a consistent part of an
individual’s life; they can have natural causes or be
carried out by human beings. People who are
exposed to traumatic events have a profound need
to make sense of them, and survivors and witnesses
of traumatic situations as well as individuals
providing assistance in them seek to express,
explain and understand their experiences through
words. Narratives therefore play an important part
in therapy, public and professional discourse and
works of art.
The problem of how to integrate traumatic
experiences into individual as well as collective
narratives constitutes a challenge to various fields
of contemporary research and practice. For instance,
the psychoanalytical concept of trauma has spread
into other domains, such as history, sociology,
literary criticism and cultural theory, where it
serves as an interpretive pattern for the mental,
social and cultural processes linked with the
experience of violence and loss on a collective level.
The conference’s aim is to focus on various kinds of
trauma narratives, for instance stories told by
clients in therapy, stories told by survivors or
witnesses to the media, or stories told by
professional authors in fiction and non-fictional
texts. We welcome contributions that explore
various dimensions of trauma narratives, such as
form and function, gender inscriptions, sexuality
and power, or effect and role of narratives in the
construction of national and historical trauma
concepts.
Please submit paper proposals (max. 300 words) for
a 20-minute presentation by or on March 1, 2012 to
the following:
Unni Langås, University of Agder
unni.langas@uia.no
or
Ingrid Nielsen, University of Bergen
ingrid.nielsen@lle.uib.no

Alf Prøysen’s authorship for children
Hedmark University College,
Campus Hamar, Norway
June 11-12, 2012
Alf Prøysen is one of the most important
Norwegian cultural personalities in the second half
of the twentieth century, and his writings for
children are unique in Norwegian children’s
literature. The authorship for children is extensive
and covers a wide range of genres and media,
including poetry, fairy tale stories, picturebooks,
animal fables, and theatrical drama. Prøysen has
also translated children’s literature from other
languages into Norwegian, and several of his own
texts have been translated. He had his breakthrough
in the radio in the 1950s, hosting children’s hour,
which was an important prerequisite for his
authorship. He performed live with his children’s
songs on stage and made several records for
children. In the 1960s, he also appeared as one of
the main characters in a TV-series for children
called Kanutten og Romeo Clive.
Despite Prøysen’s unquestionable position in
Norwegian children’s literature, his texts have so
far received modest scholarly attention within the
field of children’s literature. Through this
conference we aim at shedding light on Prøysen’s
authorship for children by inviting keynote
speakers and researchers to present papers which
explore the authorship from different perspectives.
Relevant topics may include, but are not limited to:
- Genre studies
- Motif and theme studies
- Prøysen’s authorship in historical perspective
- Prøysen as author of picturebooks
- Media and intermedial perspectives on the
authorship
- Translations of the authorship
- Reception oriented perspectives
- Prøysen’s texts in readers
- Prøysen’s literature for children as regional
literature
Please send a short abstract (200–300 words) for 20minute papers to anne.skaret@hihm.no by March 1,
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2012. Notification of acceptance: March 15, 2012.
Conference languages: Scandinavian languages and
English (keynote lectures will be held in
Scandinavian languages).
Keynote speakers:
Maria Nikolajeva, Professor and Chair at
University of Cambridge
Maria Lassén-Seger, Dr. and Faculty Librarian at
Åbo Akademi University
Karin Beate Vold, MA and former director of the
Norwegian Institute of Children’s Books.
Any questions may be directed to Anne Skaret at
anne.skaret@hihm.no.
The conference will be open for registration on the
website from March 15, 2012.
Reprinted from
http://www.hihm.no/Prosjektsider/Proysenbarnelitteratur/Call-for-papers/In-English

Call for Papers
Ibsen and World Drama(s)
University of Tromsø, Norway
June 18 – 23, 2012
The XIIIth International Ibsen Conference will be
held in Tromsø 18 – 23 June 2012, at the Faculty for
Humanities, Social Sciences and Education,
University of Tromsø. The theme of the conference
will be Ibsen and World Drama(s). We are aiming
at Ibsen’s dramas as world drama, world theatre,
not to say world literature, as well as at the
political, social and religious dramas of our world,
contemporary and historic, which in one way or
another are crucial for our understanding of and
preoccupation with Ibsen. The overall theme
invites contributions on a variety of topics. Papers
may address, but are by no means restricted to, the
following topics:
Ibsen and gender – Ibsen and media – Ibsen and popular
culture – Ibsen and theatrical space – Ibsen and the
North – Ibsen and world literature – Ibsen in Africa –
Ibsen readers – Ibsen’s letters – Designing Ibsen:
Scenography, cinematography, lighting, music –
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Mapping Ibsen – The Ibsen Industry – Translation,
translocation, and intercultural performance.
We are asking for contributions on all aspects of the
main theme. Length of papers: 20 minutes.
Extended deadline: January 15, 2012.

Skogjorden 50!
Concordia Language
Villages is celebrating 50
years of Norwegian in the
woods of Minnesota! With
events for former and
current staff, villagers, and
parents from Skogfjorden’s
summer and year-round
programs, the celebration
will be held June 22- 24,
2012.
Affirm your past connections with Skogfjorden
with a casual gathering in Bemidji with small food
and big conversations on Friday evening.
Renew your current connections with Skogfjorden
on Saturday, starting with the avslutningsprogram
for outgoing villagers and a midday meal. Join in
(or lead!) afternoon activities culled from
generations of interessegrupper,
formingsaktiviteter, språktimer, kretser, and more.
Of course, no celebration would be complete
without a bankett and a kveldsprogram to top off
the day!
Extend your future connections with Skogfjorden
on Sunday with stillestund ved Bukkesjøen and
brunsj ala past and current kitchen staff.
All activities on-site will be child, villager, and
family inclusive.
Address: 8607 Thorsonveien NE, Bemidji, MN 56601
Website http://skogfjorden.villagepages.org/
Reprinted from Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/#!/Skogfjorden50
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“CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF
INTERNATIONALIZATION - SCANDINAVIAN
STUDIES IN TELEMARK” was the title of the
Jubilee invitation which went out to SST alumni,
current SST students, SST lecturers, Telemark
University College (TUC) President, Dean at Bø, the
Department Chair, International Officers, friends.
An overwhelming positive response from SST
alumni was received though FACEBOOK, from
which we have created a newsletter to be
distributed to all contributors! The main speakers
on the program included SST lecturer from the start
of the program on the topic “The Deep Joy of Place,
Ecosophy and the Human-Nature Interconnection”.
MA student from the University of WisconsinMadison, Lukas Annear SST ’09 made the long trip
to Bø on a travel stipend from the TUC
International Committee and with the title “ The
Norwegian Language in American Today.” Other
speakers were: SST initiators/coordinator, Judith
McGuinness Torvik (Øyvind T Gulliksen’s) “SST in
Perspective, an historical overview”; current MA
Cultural Studies in Bø, MNSU alum, Nicole
Anderson SST ’09, “SST Stats”; and Augustana
College alum, English Instructor in Germany, Sarah
Ochsner Gusowski, SST ‘05 ; “Digging SST”,
inspired by the Seamus Heaney poem, Digging.
An audience of approx. 30 participated interactively
in the seminar program and during the discussions
at breaks. For those taken by Professor Haukeland’s
words ‘find your place in nature’ a Cultural Walk
and Talk was arranged and led by Professor Per
Isaksen. The day concluded with a Dinner Buffet
with an array of Norwegian traditional specialities
enjoyed by all. Luther alum, today Norwegian
Instructor and Course Coordinator at SST, Sarah
Corbisier, SST ’04, together with Nicole Anderson
‘09, created a fun evening with a quiz testing recall
of SST and other Bø memories. Luther alum,
English Teacher in Drammen, Kiersten Anderson
SST ’04 entertained with a medley of old and new
songs and guitar. On Saturday a smaller group
continued the reunion on a walk to and around Bø
Museum and historic Kvenøya.
The celebration was unique in that it brought
together either on FACEBOOK or in person over
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70% of previous SST students and staff and faculty,
who enthusiastically and vividly outlined personal
and global insights in Bø and hoped to return to
Norway someday. TUC administration all praised
the program for its contributions to
internationalization at the college and study abroad
options for Norwegian students. In these times of
change, the Jubilee was a welcome moment of
confirmation of the continuation and development
of the program.
Judith McGuinness Torvik
For further information, please do not hesitate to
contact Bø International Officer:
Lisa.Hjelmeland@hit.no.

Preserverance & Continuity at the ISS in 2011
A Jubilee Year
The celebration of the 200th
anniversary of the University of Oslo
and the 65th session of the ISS has
put its stamp on 2011. UiO has
honored the ISS as a major
contributor to its internationalization
efforts in the jubilee year. The grand
opening ceremony of the ISS in the newly renovated
Aula with its magnificent Munch frescoes was
followed by a flag procession to the City Hall
reception while the City Hall bells were playing. ISS
students were challenged to do a UiO quiz during
the session, and a picnic on the university grounds
at Tøyen was arranged.
A Year of Tragedy and Reflection
The tragic events of July 22 in Oslo and at Utøya
made a deep impact on the ISS community.
Fortunately no students, faculty or staff members
were directly affected by the atrocities. The tragedy
was an attack on the core values of multicultural
understanding and coexistence that the ISS
promotes inside and outside the classroom. We
were reminded of our vulnerability and the vital
importance of these issues.
A Year of Physical Renewal
The ISS this year moved into new permanent offices
in the newly renovated building named Georg
Morgenstiernes hus. After three years of nomadic
existence when we had to move from our offcampus base to temporary offices on campus every
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summer, it was a real blessing to get a new yearround base. This proved to be an ideal setting for us
during the busy summer session.
Other Programs and Services
Since January 2010, ISS has offered Norwegian
language courses during the regular semesters for
international researchers and spouses. In 2011, a
total of 360 participants have attended the courses.
In 2011 the ISS offered the Divided States of Europe
program in the spring and Scandinavian Urban
Studies Term in the fall semester. Both
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undergraduate programs are offered in
cooperation with the Higher Education for Urban
Affairs (HECUA) and a total of 14 students
participated. ISS has hosted the HECUA programs
since 1973.
ISS is the base for the Test Information Service,
offering information arranging English language
tests and entrance exams for Norwegian and
international students who plan to study abroad.
Reprinted from “At A Glance 2011”
http://www.uio.no/english/studies/summerschool/about/

Reviews and Publications
Fjågesund, Peter, ed. Knut Hamsun Abroad:
International Reception. London: Norvik Press, 2009

This book examines Knut Hamsun’s international
reception in nine essays which focus on a separate
country or region. There is a chapter on Hamsun’s
reception in the countries of Iceland, Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Spanish America, Russia,
Britain, and the United States. Denmark and Sweden
are left out as well as Canada and Brazil, and no
Asian countries are represented. In the introduction
Hamsun’s works in Finland, Poland, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Serbia, and Netherlands are
mentioned or given short summaries. There is a list
of Hamsun’s works and their English titles, an
appendix which is a table of Hamsun’s works in
Spanish America (Argentina, Colombia, Chile,
Mexico, and Uruguay) and an index in the back of
the book. The following highlights aspects of the
nine chapters.
In the first essay entitled “Hamsun, Laxness, and

Icelandic Literature,” Halldór Guðmundsson
writes that although there are a limited number of
Hamsun’s works translated and there is relatively
little written about Hamsun, he was one of the
most famous foreign writers in Iceland in the first
part of the twentieth century. Jón Sgurðsson’s
translation of Victoria in 1912 was the only one
before 1920, but the author points out that since
Iceland was under Denmark until 1918, most
Icelanders could read the works in the original
language.
Halldór Laxness characterized his own
Independent People (Sjálfstætt Fólk) as a response
to Growth of the Soil, and the essay compares
these two books and the two authors as their
division in their overall position in relation to
farming culture and its relationship to modern
civilization.
In “Knut Hamsun in Germany- A Map of
Misreadings?” Heming Gujord claims that because
of various interpretations, ideological positions,
readings, and misreading, there can be said to be
several Hamsuns within the sphere of German
reception. Gujord points out the difficulty in
separating Hamsun the artist from the politician
because of his presentation of his own Nobel Prize
as a gift to Joseph Goebbels. This also illustrates
the fascinating feature of the Third Reich, where
art becomes politics, and politics is transformed
into aesthetic praxis. Even though Hamsun’s hard
criticism of American culture was well known in
Germany, Fra det modern Amerikas Aandsliv was
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not translated into German; however it did make a
deep impact on Joseph Goebbels who praised
Hamsun for demonstrating such foresight in his
cultural pessimism. Soon after Hunger was
published Hamsun found an audience in Germany
and his work was often linked with bohemian
thought and the avantegarde in art and literature.
Hamsun was connected with what was called the
Nordic or Germanic spirit and although Pan was
greatly admired in Germany and by Lou Andreas
Salome, “Glahn’s Death” has for unknown reasons
even been removed in certain post-war editions in
Germany. Also interesting is the discussion of
Hamsun’s accusation of plagiarism around the
short story “Chance” as being re-written version of
Dostoevsky’s famous novel The Gambler.
Peter Fjågesund writes in “’A Cool Reception’:
Hamsun in Britain” that like the title to Robert
Ferguson’s biography Enigma from 1987,
Hamsun’s life, career, and reception in Britain can
be described as enigmatic. The cool reception in
Britain was the one great exception to Hamsun’s
position as a writer in virtually the entire western
world. Only two works were translated and
published before winning the Nobel Prize in 1920,
Hunger in 1899, and New Earth in 1914. Fjågesund
quoted James McFarlane’s description of Hamsun’s
reception in that the British “national attitude
remains one of the mutilating indifference”. After
World War II Hamsun’s works were more or less
unavailable in English, until a comparatively small
number of retranslations appeared around the
1970’s. The article examines whether this general
impression of Hamsun is correct and if it is so, why.
The article follows three phases in Hamsun’s
reception in Britain, 1899-1920, 1920-1945, and 1945
till the present.
Regis Boyer’s essay “Knut Hamsun in France”,
Boyer writes that Hamsun’s position in France was
highly exceptional, and was undisputed in
importance and talent. Boyer points out that not a
year goes by without one of his works, or even a
collected edition, being republished. Adaptations of
his plays are often put in France, and Frenchspeaking countries. Also all of Hamsun’s works
have been translated into French, commented on
and admired. Although his reception in France has
never been mediocre and he belongs to any list of
classics if undisputed worth, there are three
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elements of paradox in his popularity. This essay
examines there paradoxes and notes that there
surprisingly is a lack of in-depth studies in French
on Hamsun and no French critics have devoted
exhaustive studies to him.
In “Hamsun in Italy: A Classical or an Ideological
Novelist?” Sven Otto Scheen writes that although
Hamsun never had a close relationship with Italy
nor with classic culture, his books have been
continuously translated into Italian for over one
hundred years. Ibsen’s and Bjørnson’s direct
relationship with Italy may have made the
transmission of Hamsun’s works easier. In
academics Hamsun was linked with Germanic
studied because he was often referenced in the
works of Mann, Hesse, Musil or Benjamin. Earlier
translations of Hamsun’s works were made from
German or even from French translations. Their
inexact translations lost much more of what was
specifically Hamsunian. Only his three early works
play a major role in Italian scholarship, Hunger,
Pan, and Victoria. The article goes on to describe
Hamsun’s relationship to Weltlitteratur.
In “A Hunger for Hamsun? Translation and
Reception in Spain, 1941-1952”, Jacqueline A.
Hurtley concentrates on the output of Hamsun’s
Spanish publisher, Catalan Jose Janes, and the
significance of such a concentration at a time in
which hunger and poverty were rife. Hurtley then
goes on to consider what would make the
Norwegian novelist’s work appeal to the new
Establishment in Spain as well as discussing the
impact of censorship board; which did not
authorize certain works of Hamsun’s to be
published and subjected other works to
modification before publication was authorized.
Most noted is Growth of the Soil and three passages
which were modified concerning children born out
of wedlock, infanticide, and other eroticism
focalized through Axel’s contemplation of Barb’s
undressing.
In Erik Egeberg’s “’A Colossal Figure’:Knut
Hamsun in Russia,” Egeberg describes Hamsun’s
reception in Russia as being especially warm and
his essay examines why this is the case. Important
to his reception is the cultural blossoming of the
Russian “Silver Age” making Russia an important
cultural center. Egeberg points out how Ibsen and
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Hamsun were often placed side by side in Russian
thought. Hamsun’s plays were frequently
produced, thought very highly of, and often staged
by leading directors and the same actors were often
cast in both Ibsen and Hamsun’s plays. Egeberg
discusses that despite the many flawed translations
of Hamsun’s works in Russian, Hamsun was loved
in Russia and Russians felt Hamsun’s love for
Russia.
Tanya Thresher’s “The Reception of Knut Hamsun
in the United States,” discusses the mixed reception
of Hamsun in the United States. His reception can
be seen in three broad categories of Hamsun’s
Scandinavian American experience and his
polemics, post Nobel Prize literary interest, and
slow post-war revival. Much of Hamsun’s
reception in the United States fluctuates between
appreciation of Hamsun’s early writing and
condemnation of the author himself because of his
associations with the Nazis.
In “Knut Hamsun in Spanish America: Towards a
New Appraisal,” Zarina Martinez Børresen states
that there was a great interest in Hamsun’s works
in Spanish America. Hamsun’s works were
published in Spain and Spanish America and both
legal and pirate copies could be found as well as
various translations. Børresen also describes the
press around Hamsun’s works in the Spanishspeaking world and the confusion of ambiguous
title translations.
The perspectives from the different countries and
receptions in those countries give us a clearer and
broader view on Hamsun and his work. It is
interesting and enlightening to see Hamsun’s
connections to the various countries and his efforts
to be translated into various languages.
This book would be an excellent resource and of
great use in a comparative literature on Hamsun’s
works and his contribution to early modern
literature. The various essays examine his
influences and the local cultures in which his works
were translated and published. It gives the
international perspective to Hamsun’s work that
helps to place him in the context of world literature.
Kyle Korynta
Ph.D. student
University of Washington
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Yiddish-Nynorsk Glossary. Askim, Norway:
Schweitzerforlageg, 2006.
Freely available in PDF format from
http://schweitzerforlaget.christian.net/j.pdf
My father used to amuse himself imagining the
least likely pair of languages for translations, often
suggesting Beowulf-Yiddish edition. About 15 years
have passed since his death, but I am sure he would
have had more than a passing interest in this
publication, which would have sat right next to his
Japanese-Yiddish grammar book on his bookshelf.
Olve Utne published in 2006 a little glossary of
Yiddish terms with Nynorsk equivalents. The 127
page booklet includes a concise history of Yiddish
in Scandinavia, charts with Yiddish historical
development, phonology, syntax, orthography, and
morphology. His introduction notes that:
“Juddisch er eit rikt litteraturspråk med ei lang
historie” [p. 12] and that Yiddish has been in use in
Scandinavia since the 1600’s when the first Eastern
European Jews came to Denmark. Some researchers
suggest that the names “Scandinavia” and
“Ashkenazi”- Eastern European Jews- might be
related to older Arabic and Hebrew geographic
terms. Utne also points to Yiddish traits in English
(“He was by this brother.”) [p. 13] and the other
constructions make famous by Woody Allen’s films.
Some words are similar in Norwegian and Yiddish,
including some food items and several with
common Germanic roots (narr and nar- which my
parents with possible foreshadowing of my career
in Norwegian often called me. Yente and jente show
a bit of semantic wanderings. And who can forget
the humble interjection oi?).
While more than a curious oddity for many, the
glossary continues a serious tradition of books
translating Yiddish to a wealth of other languages.
While Yiddish has not been named an official
minority language in Norway, as it has in Sweden,
the European charter for regional or minority
languages mentioned in 2002 that it might return to
the question of the official status of Yiddish at a
later date.
Louis Janus
CARLA, University of Minnesota
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Husby, Olaf, Tore Høyte, et al. An Introduction
to Norwegian Dialects. Trondheim: Tapir
Academic Press, 2008.
I highly recommend this
book not only for all
Norwegian teachers but also
for our advanced students.
Its style is clear and not
bogged down by academic
language or too much jargon.
The foreword, written by
Peter Trudgill, the renowned
scholar of dialects, starts with
these startling and
compelling words:
“I think, if you are reading this book, that you must be
a good person. You’re a good person because you’re
doing something you don’t need to do – you’re
learning Norwegian, and, basically, no one needs to
learn Norwegian… Congratulations on being the sort of
good person who not only want to learn Norwegian,
but also wants to learn to understand its dialects in all
their richness and variety. And good luck!” [p. 9-11]
The book notes, in the introduction, that many students
of Norwegian know that the language being taught is
considerably different from the language spoken in
many parts of Norway. Thus, it aims to describe the
main features of the dialects of Tromsø, Sandnessjøen,
Trondheim, Bergen, Stavanger, and Kristiansand. The
general introduction to the Norwegian language covers
the language’s history, written and spoken
developments, and current situation of bokmål and
nynorsk. Tables and charts summarize the IPA (vowels,
consonants), prosodic features, and orthographic
conventions. A map presents the major dialect regions.
A reference list, list for further reading, and web
resources is presented. While books can be written
about each of these topics, this book’s coverage is clear,
practical, and concise.
Each of these six dialects presents a short text and a
map, placing region geographically and historically.
The following sections give details about speech sounds
(vowels, diphthongs, consonants, the phonology, and
prosody). The major word classes (nouns, articles,
adjectives, determinatives, numerals, quantifiers,
possessives, demonstratives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs,
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question words, prepositions, conjunctions,
subjunctions, and vocabulary) are presented
systematically with comparisons to the bokmål our
students would be familiar with. Each dialect ends
with transcriptions of how a speaker would retell
“Noravinden og sola”.
This book complements other dialect resources that
Husby has developed. To hear sound samples of 55
dialects, with IPA transcriptions and notes, you
should visit: http://www.ling.hf.ntnu./nos
This volume packs a huge amount of useful detail in
its 108 pages. The editors deserve praise for not only
telling us why we are good people, but for making
mysteries of Norwegian dialects alive and exciting.

Ziukaite-Hansen, Laura. Norwegian-English
English-Norwegian Practical Dictionary.
Hippocrene books, 2011.
Norwegian-English EnglishNorwegian Practical
Dictionary, authored by
Laura Ziukaite-Hansen and
published by Hippocrene
books, is designed to serve
English-speaking learners of
Bokmål Norwegian.
It includes over 25,000
Norwegian and more than 30,000 English
headwords relating to modern business and
technological vocabulary, in addition to idiomatic
expressions and numerous usage examples. The
dictionary contains the most comprehensive and userfriendly pronunciation guide of Norwegian on the
market. In addition, both the pronunciation
transcriptions as well as auxiliary grammatical
information for Norwegian entries are included on
both Norwegian and English sides of the dictionary.
LAURA ZIUKAITE-HANSEN received her M.A. in
Scandinavian Studies from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, and has taught Norwegian
language and literature at the UW-Madison and UCBerkeley. Currently, she is Director of Executive
Programs at MIT s Sloan School of Management. She is
the author of Beginner s Norwegian with 2 Audio CDs,
also available from Hippocrene Books.
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O'Leary, Margaret Hayford. Culture and Customs
of Norway. Santa Barbara: Greenwood, 2010.
This thorough introduction to
modern-day Norway and
Norwegian culture shows the
impact a small country can have
on the world in terms of peace
building, environmental issues,
technological innovation, and
more.
Norway is one of the world's
largest oil-exporting nations. It
is also one of the most progressive countries in the
world, according to the Global Gender Gap Index,
the Global Peace Index, and the Human
Development Index. Yet, despite its outstanding
culture, important economy, and spectacular
beauty, Norway remains unfamiliar to most
Americans.
Culture and Customs of Norway provides an up-todate view of Norway, showcasing a nation that is
part of modern Europe, yet zealously maintains its
own culture and identity. Providing the most
current information on a broad range of topics—
including cinema, literature, food, art, performing
arts, and architecture—the book also places
modern-day Norway in a historical context that
makes it possible to understand how Norwegian
culture came to be as it is today.
Readers will discover a nation that is a fascinating
juxtaposition of advanced technology, especially in
such fields as oil production and climate, and some
of the most spectacular natural beauty in the world.
They will read about such famous writers, artists,
and composers as Henrik Ibsen, Edvard Munch,
and Edvard Grieg. And they will discover how
Norway confronts the challenges of modern society
without sacrificing its social-democratic philosophy
of social justice and shared responsibility, both at
home and globally.
Features
• Photographs of art, architecture, nature, people,
and more
• Includes a glossary of Norwegian-language
words like lutefisk and nynorsk, that are useful for
understanding Norwegian culture
• Presents a political map of Norway
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• A chronology of important events from the Stone
Age to the present
• An annotated bibliography of English-language
resources
Highlights
• Covers a broad range of information about
modern Norway, including gender issues, religion
and thought, education, art, architecture, and more
• Provides an introduction to Norwegian culture
and history
• Shows that although Norway is a small country,
it plays an important role on the world stage with
generous development aid and active work in
conflict resolution.
MARGARET HAYFORD O'LEARY, PhD, is
professor of Norwegian at St. Olaf College in
Northfield, MN, where she has taught since 1977.
She also teaches regularly at the International
Summer School at the University of Oslo. Dr.
O'Leary has coauthored a textbook for intermediate
Norwegian and an interactive computerized
grammar, has translated a novel and several short
stories from Norwegian, and has written articles on
Norwegian literature.

Lunde, Arne. Nordic Exposures. Scandinavian
Identities in Classical Hollywood Cinema.
Seattle: Washington UP, 2010.
Nordic Exposures explores
how Scandinavian whiteness
and ethnicity functioned in
classical Hollywood cinema
between and during the two
world wars. Scandinavian
identities could seem
mutable and constructed at
moments, while at other
times they were deployed as
representatives of an
essential, biological, and
natural category. As Northern European
Protestants, Scandinavian immigrants and émigrés
assimilated into the mainstream rights and benefits
of white American identity with comparatively few
barriers or obstacles. Yet Arne Lunde demonstrates
that far from simply manifesting a normative
unmarked whiteness, Scandinavianness in mass-
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immigration America and in Hollywood cinema of
the twentieth century could be hyperwhite,
provisionally off-white, or not even white at all.
Lunde investigates key silent films, such as
Technicolor's The Viking (1928), Victor Sjöström's
He Who Gets Slapped (1924), and Mauritz Stiller's
Hotel Imperial (1927). The crises of Scandinavian
foreign voice and the talkie revolution are explored
in Greta Garbo's first sound film, Anna Christie
(1930). The author also examines Warner Oland's
long career of Asian racial masquerade (most
famously as Chinese detective Charlie Chan), as
well as Hollywood's and Third Reich Cinema's war
over assimilating the Nordic female star in the
personae of Garbo, Sonja Henie, Ingrid Bergman,
Kristina Söderbaum, and Zarah Leander.

Innhold
Hyttedrømmen mellom hjem, fritid og natur
Thomas Berker, Helen Jøsok Gansmo og Finn Arne
Jørgensen
«Det egentlige Norge» – hytter i norsk litteratur,
ca. 1814–2005
Ellen Rees
Den første hyttekrisa. Samfunnsplanlegging,
naturbilder og Allmenningens tragedie
Finn Arne Jørgensen
Drømmen om det enkle liv – et grunnlag for mer
bærekraftig hyttekultur?
Eli Støa, Bendik Manum og Margrethe Aune
Med barn på hytta – energikrevende rekreasjon
Tove Krogstad Johnsen

ARNE LUNDE is assistant professor of
Scandinavian studies at UCLA.

Hyttemobilitet som kulturfenomen
Knut Hidle og Winfried Ellingsen

Repritend from http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LUNNOR.html

Hyttebruk og miljø: en arena for nøysomhet eller
overforbruk?
Carlo Aall

Gansmo, Helen J. Thomas Berker, and Finn
Arne Jørgensen, eds. Norske hytter i endring.
Om bærekraft og behag. Trondheim: Tapir
Akademiske Forlag, 2011.
Hytta er et fristed, et
familiested og en måte å være i
naturen på – men den kan også
være en stressfaktor, et strengt
regulert sosialt felt og et
økende miljøproblem.
Hva kan hyttelivet fortelle om
samspillet mellom samfunn og
teknologi? Hvordan påvirkes
det moderne hyttelivet av
muligheten til å drive et aktivt
friluftsliv? Hva er drivkreftene bak
hytteutviklingen, og hvilke konsekvenser skaper de
nye fritidsboligene for naturen, for samfunnet rundt
og for måten vi lever på?
Denne boken diskuterer disse spørsmålene.
Engasjerte forskere fra mange fagfelt utforsker våre
oppfatninger om den norske hytta, motsetningene
som kan oppstå mellom dem, og hvordan vi kan
forstå forholdet mellom hytter, miljø og
samfunnsutvikling bedre.
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Frihet i ei lita hytte? Energiforbrukets
sosiotekniske aktører
Helen Jøsok Gansmo og Thomas Berker
Hytter og vernet fjellnatur. Status, problemer og
mulige løsninger
Einar Stamnes
Bærekraftig urbanisering? Endringer i den norske
hyttekulturen
Thomas Berker og Helen Jøsok Gansmo
Reprinted from http://www.tapirforlag.no/node/1674

Dregni, Eric. Vikings in the Attic: In Search of
Nordic America. Minneapolis: Minnesota UP, 2011.
Growing up with Swedish
and Norwegian
grandparents with a dash
of Danish thrown in for
balance, Eric Dregni
thought Scandinavians
were perfectly normal.
Who doesn’t enjoy a good,
healthy salad (Jell-O
packed with canned fruit,
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colored marshmallows, and pretzels) or perhaps
some cod soaked in drain cleaner as the highlights
of Christmas? Only later did it dawn on him that
perhaps this was just a little strange, but by then it
was far too late: he was hooked and a dyed-in-thewool Scandinavian himself.
But what does it actually mean to grow up
Scandinavian-American or to live with these
Norwegians, Swedes, Finns, Danes, and Icelanders
among us? In Vikings in the Attic, Dregni tracks
down and explores the significant—and quite often
bizarre—historic sites, tales, and traditions of
Scandinavia’s peculiar colony in the Midwest. It’s a
legacy of the unique—collecting silver spoons, a
suspicion of flashy clothing, shots of turpentine for
the common cold, and a deep love of rhubarb pie—
but also one of poor immigrants living in sod
houses while their children attend college, the birth
of the co-op movement, the Farmer–Labor party,
and government agents spying on Scandinavian
meetings hoping to nab a socialist or antiwar
activist.
For all the tales his grandparents told him, Dregni
quickly discovers there are quite a few they
neglected to mention, such as Swedish egg coffee,
which includes the eggshell, and Lutheran latte,
which is Swedish coffee with ice cream. Vikings in
the Attic goes beyond the lefse, lutefisk, and
lusekofter (lice jacket) sweaters to reveal the littleknown tales that lie beneath the surface of Nordic
America. Ultimately, Dregni ends up proving by
example why generations of ScandinavianAmericans have come to love and cherish these tales
and traditions so dearly. Well, almost all of them.*
* See lutefisk.
ERIC DREGNI is assistant professor of English at
Concordia University in St. Paul. He is the author of
several books, including Minnesota Marvels (2001),
Midwest Marvels (2006), In Cod We Trust: Living the
Norwegian Dream (2008), and Never Trust a Thin Cook
and Other Lessons from Italy’s Culinary Capital (2009),
all published by the University of Minnesota Press.
During the summer, he is dean of Lago del Bosco,
the Italian Concordia Language Village in northern
Minnesota. He lives in Minneapolis.
Reprinted from http://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/vikings-in-the-attic
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Frank, Niels. Picture World. Trans. Roger
Greenwald. Toronto: Bookthug, 2011.
Picture World is the first
complete book by the Danish
poet Niels Frank to be
published in English. By turns
funny and serious, ironic and
sincere, droll and sly,
conversational and playfully
inventive, it draws the reader
into a set of contemplations
that grows more and more
complex as its elements recur,
reinforcing and undercutting one another, casting
light but also doubt. As a poetic sequence in
twenty-four parts, this is a work of high ambition.
Its signal achievement is to use an accessible voice
to present a deeply nuanced composition.
As the title suggests, pictures play a special role.
Visual images not only serve as metaphors and
similes, but appear in the form of photographs
described in the poems. Reviewing photos taken
during travel and sojourns abroad, the speaker feels
moved to offer both narratives and thoughts that
the pictures inspire. In each poem the photos are
grouped according to the motifs in them –
windows, road signs, sunlight, etc. – and the
speaker describes these photos for another person,
who is unfamiliar with the motifs and their stories.
Only at the end of the book does the reader
understand who this other person is and realize the
nature of the speaker’s connection to his listener.
NIELS FRANK (born 1963) published his first book
in 1985. He has published six books of poems, two
of essays, two that mix genres, a collection of
narratives about well-known artists (and one
anonymous forger), and a volume of photos. He has
also translated poetry into Danish (notably that of
John Ashbery and Anne Carson).
ROGER GREENWALD has won the CBC Literary
Award twice (for poetry and travel literature). His
books include Connecting Flight (poems); Through
Naked Branches: Selected Poems of Tarjei Vesaas; and
North in the World: Selected Poems of Rolf Jacobsen,
winner of the Lewis Galantière Award.
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News, Reports and Resources
New Positions
The following positions were announced in 2011
(please note that the application deadline is elapsed):
University of Colorado: full-time instructor of
Scandinavian literature and culture. Three-year
appointment with possibility of renewal, starting
August 2012. Review of applications
began on November 7, 2011, and will continue until
the position is filled.
See http://www.colorado.edu/ArtsSciences/Jobs/for
full job description. Inquiries togsll@colorado.edu.
St. Olaf College: Tenure-Track Assistant Professor
of Norwegian. Appointment begins September
2012. Review of application began October 19, 2011,
and will continue until the position is filled. See
https://jobs.stolaf.edu/postings/2228 for full job
description. Questions can be directed to Margaret
Hayford O'Leary oleary@stolaf.edu.

Henry Cabot and Linnea Lodge Scandinavian
Professorship at the University of Alberta
The Department of Modern Languages and
Cultural Studies (www.mlcs.ca) in the Faculty of
Arts at the University of Alberta invites
applications for a faculty position, to the rank
of either Assistant or Associate Professor, as Henry
Cabot and Linnea Lodge Scandinavian Professor,
specializing in the area of Scandinavian studies, as
broadly defined within the mandate of the
department. The successful applicant must hold a
PhD (or be close to completion), and demonstrate
outstanding potential for a teaching and research
career.
MLCS is a highly interdisciplinary unit with 38
tenure-stream faculty and over 60 contract
instructors, offering instruction in over a dozen
languages, including both Norwegian and Swedish,
as well as in a variety of vernacular cultures,
folklore and popular culture, literature, cultural and
translation studies, and applied linguistics. The
Department has taken a creative approach to the

integration of language programs that emphasizes
cultural studies as a unifying concept. The result is
a unique and dynamic department, which offers a
wide variety of undergraduate and graduate
programs at the MA and PhD levels, and that
emphasizes scholarly excellence and dedication to
the mentorship of students as teachers and
researchers.
MLCS currently offers Canada’s only BA program
in Scandinavian Studies, and enjoys the active
support of Edmonton’s Scandinavian community.
The Henry Cabot and Linnea Lodge Scandinavian
Professorship was recently created through an
endowment established through continuing efforts
and generosity of both the Scandinavian Studies
Association and the local community.
The University of Alberta, one of Canada’s largest
and most accomplished research universities, is
situated in Edmonton, a metropolitan area of over
one million with a vibrant artistic community and
excellent standard of living. Established in 1908 as a
board-governed public institution, the University of
Alberta has earned the reputation of being one of
the best universities in Canada based on its
strengths in teaching, research and service. The
University of Alberta serves over 38, 000 students in
more than 200 undergraduate and 170 graduate
programs (www.ualberta.ca). The Faculty of Arts is
the oldest and most diverse faculty on campus, and
one of the largest research and teaching centres in
western Canada (www.arts.ualberta.ca).
The University of Alberta has an excellent
competitive and comprehensive benefits package.
Applicants should send curriculum vitae, a letter of
application describing their areas of research and
teaching and how these contribute to the MLCS
profile, samples of refereed publications, and all
university transcripts. Applicants must also arrange
for three letters of reference to be sent to the Chair.
The competition will remain open until filled, for an
effective start date of 1 July 2012. The selection of
qualified applicants will begin February 2012.
Salary is negotiable and will be commensurate with
experience and rank of appointment.
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How to apply
Online: http://www.careers.ualberta.ca/Competition/A110816079/Apply/
Online applications are accepted until midnight
Mountain Standard Time of the closing date.
Mail:
Dr Garrett PJ Epp, Interim Chair
University of Alberta
Department of Modern Languages and Cultural
Studies
200 Arts Building
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E6
Canada

Language Experts Needed as Test Reviewers
Lidget Green is a company that writes language
tests. We currently have a contract to review a large
number of test items for the Department of Defense.
We need a number of reviewers for each of these
languages: Haitian-Creole, Algerian Arabic,
Amharic,Armenian, Javanese, Baluchi, Chavacano,
Norwegian, Somali, and Tausug.
Qualified teachers of these languages would be
ideal candidates.
Qualifications
Reviewers must have:
1) good skills in the target language: native
speakers with tertiary education in target language
are ideal, although non-natives with proven ability
might be accepted;
2) good English skills; a degree from an Englishmedium university or standardized test scores are
both acceptable
3) experience in language education, or language
assessment
4) permission to work in the US;
5) good computer skills, and able to work in an
online environment
The DoD will check resumes, and approve all
reviewers in advance. Supporting evidence may be
required.
Language teachers of target languages will
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generally meet these qualifications quite easily, as
will many native graduate students studying at US
universities.
Requirements
At the start of the project, reviewers would have to
attend a three-day training session at the Defense
Language Institute in Monterey, California. All
travel and accommodation expenses will be paid,
along with a daily honorarium (the general location
and the hotel itself are very attractive).
Training is held every month. Our 2012 dates for
workshops for the first half of the year are: January
17-19, February 21-23, March 13-15, April 9-13, May
7-11, and June 11-15, though workshops with fewer
than 8 attendees may be canceled.
After the initial training, all work can be done
online, from home, at whatever time is convenient
to the reviewer. The time commitment is a few
hours per week, for an estimated ten to twelve
weeks. The project has begun for most languages.
Ability to work to deadlines is crucial.
Payment
Payment is on a per item basis, and at normal work
rates, the hourly payment will be attractive. Once
some experience is gained, efficient reviewers will
earn even more.
For more details of the tasks, and the pay rates,
please send a CV to Craig Archambault
dolphin.email@gmail.com

Language Experts Needed to Work as Item Reviewers
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The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL) is seeking Teachers,
Translators, Interpreters and Scholars of many
languages interested in working as consultant
(freelance) test item reviewers.
External Reviewer
Consultants selected to work as external reviewers
will critique materials being developed for use on
the US Government’s test of listening and reading
proficiency, the Defense Language Proficiency Test
(DLPT). The work will involve assessment of
factors such as ILR level, cultural appropriateness,
authenticity, linguistic correctness as well as other
factors as requested. Review will be conducted
online from the reviewer’s home. Reviewers will
receive access to a secure website from which to
view and assess items. Reviewers will be
responsible for evaluating the items as requested,
creating a written report (in English) and returning
the reviewed items within a strict timeframe. Most
reviewers will receive work periodically for three to
six months. There is no guarantee of minimum
number of hours or amount of income to be
generated from this project. All external reviewers
are required to attend a three day in person training
session expected to be held on January 17-19, 2012
at the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, CA.
All travel and accommodation expenses will be
paid. The rate of pay for this assignment is
approximately $30/hour for online review and
$320/day for the training.
Ideal Qualifications: Candidates for consultant

LCTL Materials in the Digital Age
With funding from the U.S. Department of
Education, the UCLA Language Materials Project
(LMP) has launched a survey of digital
instructional materials for Less Commonly Taught
Languages.
Do you have a favorite website or DVD for audios,
videos, interactive lessons, or an online dictionary?
Do you use any language apps or RSS feeds? Have
you created your own digital materials? Tell us
about them.
The Survey covers any curricular material created
by a language teacher or pedagogical team that is
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external reviewer should be native speakers of the
target language with L4 proficiency. Candidates
should have superior (L3) writing and verbal ability
in English. Candidates should have an M.A. degree
(or the foreign equivalent) in the language field and
significant professional experience in the language
field such as in interpretation, translation, language
education, or language assessment. Candidates with
post-childhood experience living/working in a
country where the language is spoken as well as
those who received their university education in a
country where the language is spoken are strongly
preferred. Likewise, candidates with PhDs and
nationally recognized translator/interpreter
certification are strongly preferred.
Other information: ACTFL is responsible for
Marketing and Recruiting of Consultants this
opportunity. Selected candidates will work on a
consultant basis for Lidget Green, Inc. Acceptance
decisions are made Lidget Green. All acceptance
decisions are final and are non-negotiable through
ACTFL. Please note that candidates for this
assignment may not be currently teaching members
of the US military/Government or developing test
items to be used on the DLPT.
To apply: To begin the application process, please
send your resume/CV electronically to Michelle
Paradies, Project Manager, ACTFL, 3 Barker
Avenue, Suite 300, White Plains, NY 10601,
mparadies@actfl.org. Please apply promptly if you
are interested. For more information, please call
914-963-8830 ext. 217

available for purchase, subscription, or free use
through an institutional website with open access.
The materials can be of any scope, from a video clip
or app to a complete course.
Survey results will be published in pedagogical and
policy journals, and disseminated through the
national Language Resource Centers.
Please send your digital material suggestions to
Barbara Blankenship blankens@humnet.ucla.edu,
(310-267-4720) or to the feedback page of the LMP
website at http://www.lmp.ucla.edu/feedback.aspx?menu=006
The UCLA Language Materials Project (LMP) has been in existence for nearly 20 years. Its web
site offers a searchable bibliography of over 7000 teaching materials for 150 languages.
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UND Norway Seminar (April 10, 2010)
University of North Dakota professors Drs. Melissa
Gjellstad (Language & Literatures) and Tami
Carmichael (Humanities & Integrated Studies) were
awarded a grant of nearly $10,000 from SiU (The
Norwegian Centre for International Cooperation in
Higher Education) to host two “Norway Seminars”
in 2010. The broad intent of these two one-day
workshops is to revitalize the image of
contemporary Norway among the undergraduate
population by recruiting current students to the
Norwegian program (particularly as majors and
minors), alerting students to the variety of
Norwegian collaborations currently in place at
UND, and encouraging participation in study
abroad opportunities in Norway.
The inaugural UND Norway Seminar, held on
April 10, aspired to feature a mix of information
about Norwegian language, culture, society, art,
education, and pop culture. Participating students
had the opportunity to envision how they might
incorporate a Norwegian perspective to their UND
experience by interacting with campus and
community members who have integrated a
Norwegian perspective into their work. UND
students from Norway also served as panelists to
facilitate information to their peers about life in
Norway in 2010. Immediate feedback collected from
the participating students was very positive, and
we anticipate organizing the second event during
fall semester.
For more information on the UND Norway
Seminar, visit: http://arts-sciences.und.edu/languages/norwegian/program-news-events.cfm

Concordia College, Moorhead MN, and
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks ND
Concordia College and UND hosted four guest
lectures by Monika Žagar based on her book Knut
Hamsun: The Dark Side of Literary Brilliance, April
6-8, 2010.
UND aslo hosted two guest lectures by Milda
Halvorson on Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler and
contemporary Scandinavian theatre April 5, 2011.
Concordia College hosted Eric Dregni, author of
Vikings in the Attic, who gave two guest lectures
October 13-15, 2011.
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Enrollment and Retention of Norwegian
Language Students
At the 2010 SASS Conference in Seattle, three
NORTANA members presented a paper entitled
Enrollment and Retention of Norwegian Language
Students. Being part of this SASS panel was fruitful
beyond what we had anticipated. The three of us as
panelists shared a common concern, and diverse
experiences. Here is a taste of what we discussed. We will
further develop this into first NORTANA white paper
over the next academic year.
Pacific Lutheran University (Claudia Berguson)
Being part of a SASS panel that addressed strategies
for our programs in enrolling and retaining
Norwegian language students was fruitful beyond
what I had anticipated. The three of us as panelists
shared a common concern, and diverse experiences.
In sum, my own strategy is that we are successful in
“keeping numbers up” if we integrate ourselves
within the structure of the university, are creative in
designing and marketing our programs and the
curriculum, and involve students in extra-curricular
programming as well as classroom learning. At
PLU, our program of Norwegian is part of the
department of languages and literatures. This has
distinct advantages, as we can lobby together with
other language programs for changes to the
university language requirement so one year of
language would be required for all, we can make
language learning visible through events such as an
international poetry reading evening, and we can be
advocated for language requirements for majors in,
for example, English and history.
Good relationship with such offices as admissions,
student life and global education are also essential
for a program’s growth. At PLU, we welcome
advising prospective students, and continue to
develop study away opportunities that are wellaligned with our courses.
The design of a program and its curriculum is not
often thought as “branding”, but the term is wellsuited to the way any program needs to state its
relevance and academic rigor. Lively discussions at
PLU among colleagues are, most often, both an
acknowledgement of the students’ (and parents’)
needs for knowing the “use” of the major beyond
graduation, and conviction that a liberal arts
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education is, in itself, useful. At the same time, we
market our courses in part through their titles and
the evidenced popularity of topics. I admit I am at
times “subversive” in literature courses. The
folklore course I teach is one example. Students will,
indeed, read of trolls and mountain kings, but they
will also learn about folk literature in the context of
nation building and the dynamic of carnival
laughter. Language courses also become a forum
within which to present current events and debate
in Norway, and this, in turn, conveys to students
Norwegian culture as part of a global,
interdependent community.
Finally, as a program in Norwegian we combine
with the multidisciplinary program of Scandinavian
Area Studies to create student community through
extra-curriculum activities. Whether it is a hike to
Mount Rainier National Park, a weekend
Norwegian language retreat, an invitation to meet
guest speakers over dinner, or a roundtable
discussions from faculty in other disciplines who
have an expertise in an aspect of Scandinavian
culture and society.
St. Olaf College (Kari Lie)
Because St. Olaf is a small, liberal arts college
founded by Norwegian immigrants, St. Olaf’s
strategies for keeping enrollment healthy has many
things in common with PLU. Our Norwegian
department has implemented a number of
strategies, and at the same time is aided by specific
university-wide requirements that have together
helped us maintain good enrollments.
We heave a healthy number of students registering
for Norwegian to fulfill the language requirement at
St. Olaf. In fact, we have more sections of first
semester Norwegian than any other language. This
is partially due to the foreign language requirement
for LCTL languages being three semesters where as
the requirement for MCTLs being four semesters.
Like PLU, we have many English language courses,
activities and speakers outside of the classroom that
help support our language instruction.
Our programs remain small, but growing. There is,
I believe, no magic formula for what helps a
program grow, or what attracts students to a
language and keeps them coming back for more. To
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the above ways we have been successful so far, I can
add good teaching, and effort to present language
study as a “package deal” in which proficiency
becomes the “carrot” for their learning, and the
challenge of senior capstone projects that encourage
critical thinking, independent research and
scholarly presentation.
Most encouraging from our panel presentation was
the discussion with those in attendance, and their
interest among the three panelists in gathering more
information from colleagues, and, in the near future,
writing and publishing a summary report of
findings. Send your successful strategies and
ongoing practices that encourage focus on
enrollment and retention of Norwegian language
students!
Minnesota State University, Mankato
(Maria-Claudia Tomany)
The ongoing economic crisis in the US shows a
noticeable impact on higher education. As ever
more limited budgets have to be allocated and
faculty has to be retrenched, enrollment numbers
and credit hour production have become
administrator’s guides in determining funding
priorities.
This is an extremely dangerous situation for small
subjects like Scandinavian Studies. With my
presentation, I wanted to alert my colleagues in the
field to the importance of fighting for every single
program’s survival, and to begin a discussion on
student recruitment and retention.
This discussion should be twofold: it should include
proven and new strategies to produce credit hours
as well as arguments for our program’s role in
higher education. At the same time, the long-term
implications of such strategies should be anticipated
and negotiated, for example the effects of focusing
on courses streamlined for non-major/general
education students, or – as upper-level courses do
not typically garner high enrollments – the impact
on language teaching.
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NoW - Norwegian on the Web
A group of teachers of Norwegian and computer
engineers are collaborating in order to develop a
web-based introductory beginner's course in
Norwegian as a second language aimed at foreign
students and staff at the the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology. NoW was developed on
request from the administration at NTNU, and is
the result of a collaborative effort by the
administration at NTNU, the Faculty of Humanities
and the Department of Language and
Communication Studies (ISK).
NoW will be readily accessible for anyone
interested in learning basic Norwegian, although
only NTNU students and staff will be allowed to
benefit from the extra learning resources available,
such as classroom teaching, teacher contact, special
teaching resources etc.
Teaching goals
The teaching goals correspond to the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEF). When the student has passed the first part of
the course, he or she will have acquired skills
equalling level A1 in CEF, while a passed part 2
equals skills at level A2.
Part 1 and 2 of this course equal Level 1 of the fourlevel course "Norwegian for foreigners", which is a
one-term course spread out on six weekly lessons.
The course content
Through the course we are introduced to four
European students who travel to and settle down in
Trondheim (chapters 1-6) as well as their first
experiences as students at NTNU (chapters 7-10).
Each chapter has four main texts dealing with these
four characters, and each chapter is accompanied by
the following sub-chapters:
Listen and repeat
Via an integrated playback unit it is possible to
listen to texts and dialogues within the various subchapters. The NoW team is also working on a
playback unit which enables the student to make
recordings when he or she works with the dialogues
and plays one of the dialogue partners.
Pronounciation
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This chapter contains short descriptions of specific
themes dealing with the pronounciation of
Norwegian. It also contains descriptions of the
relationship between written and spoken
Norwegian.
Vocabulary
In this part of the course the student will find
systemized information about the vocabulary in
each of the sub-chapters, such as inflection patterns
and directions on pronounciation given in phonetic
writing. The students will have access to vocabulary
lists at each level: the individual sub-chapter, each
individual chapter and each main section.
Grammar
Each chapter deals with specific grammatical
phenomena, and these are described here. The
student will also find a full overview of the
grammar in every chapter. An extensive overview
of Norwegian grammar viewed from a second
language perspective in also in the pipeline.
Exercises
Here the student will find interactive, self-corrective
exercises developed by means of the Hot Potatoes
software.
Extras
Contains supplementary material such as self-made
podcasts and videos, as well as external links etc.
Under the main menu, where the user will find the
various main chapters, two other links will also be
made available: Under Introduction the student will
find various background material on NOW as well
as student tutorials accompanying every single
chapter. Under Hardcopies the user will find all the
course material as downloadable and printable pdf.files If possible, this material will be printed and put
out for sale.
For more information, contact project manager Olaf
Husby - olaf husby@ntnu.no or operating manager
Åsta Øvregaard - asta.ovregaard@ntnu.no, both at
the Department of Language and Communication
Studies at NTNU. You can acess NoW at:
http://www.ntnu.edu/now
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Norwegian identity and the landscape:
Svalbard Film Project by Rory Knudtson
I am currently in an art residency at USF Verftet in
Bergen, Norway working on several projects
related to Norwegian identity and the landscape.
My work occupies constructs of social,
psychological and physical relationships. I am
deeply curious about the individual narrative of
experience. Moreover, how experience is affected
by place or vice versa.
narrative, a script about the meta narratives of these
these three industries.
More information will be posted to a website while I
am in residency at USF Verftet:
http://deadreckoning.info and
http://www.artspire.org/DirectoryDetail/tabid/95/i
d/1030/Default.aspx.

Cleng Peerson Institute, Clifton, Texas

While at USF I am diving into the imagined
landscape and narrative of the scripted aspect of a
film project I will be working on until 2013. The
film itself explores intimacy in the context of
Svalbard through correspondence with three
individuals, all of which are Norwegian men, to
understand masculine identity in this place, in the
manner of their three narratives: the one who grew
up there and is constantly leaving; the one who
comes in and out every two weeks to work and
then return "home"; and the one who has always
longed to go but can never arrive. Each holds a
separate engagement with Svalbard and reveals
information about how they are connected—why
one keeps leaving, why one continually comes and
goes and why one has never made it despite an
incredible longing to be there. All three men each
have a personal connection to one of the three main
industries in Svalbard: mining, polar research and
tourism. Concurrently, each is an artist. This film
will merge both the documentary of these men and
myself occupying a boat and navigating the
circumference of Svalbard over three weeks and the

Clifton Texas, officially declared by the Texas
legislature as the Norwegian Capital of Texas, is a
small but dynamic community in the heart of
Bosque County, about four hours from Houston,
one hour from Waco, and about two hours from
Dallas/Fort Worth. Bosque County was originally
settled in 1854 by a group of 17 Norwegian pioneers
led by Cleng Peerson, “the father of Norwegian
immigration.” Cleng Peerson lived in Texas for the
last 11 years of his life and is buried in the cemetery
of Our Savior’s Lutheran Church about nine miles
outside of Clifton in rural Bosque County. The
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Texans are very proud of
their Norwegian ancestry
and each December Clifton
host a Norwegian Christmas
weekend which includes an
evening lighted Christmas
parade with the obligatory
Viking ship, special exhibits
in the Bosque County
Museum, tours of historic
sites in the town and rural
areas, folkdance
performances, a Norwegian
luncheon (Kjøttboller,
poteter, saus, rødbete salat,
sandbakkels og rosetter), and
many other activities. The
nearby small town of
Cranfills Gap hosts a
community lutefisk dinner—
a tradition carried on for over
40 years. The whole town
joins in to prepare the
lutefisk from the dried cod
stage all the way through to
serving the dinner to over

Above: the Cranfills Gap community lutefisk
dinner and the historic Ringness House museum
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300 guests coming from the local
community and as far away as
Houston and Dallas. In addition
to this weekend of festivities, a
group in Clifton is working to
form The Cleng Peerson
Institute, a cultural and
educational organization
designed to educate a new
generation of Texans on the
history of the Norwegian
presence in the region as well as
contemporary Norwegian
language and culture, and to
promote ties between Texas and
modern Norway. Nortana
members will want to keep their
eyes open for news about The
Cleng Peerson Institute, and
should look forward to learning
more about it when the Norway
Seminar takes place next fall in
Houston.
Solveig Zempel

NORTANA Travel Grant Awards for 2010:

2010 IASS Proceedings Online

Congratulations to the following recipients of
2010 NORTANA Travel Grants!

The 28th Study Conference of International
Association of Scandinavian Studies (IASS) took place
in Lund, Sweden 3–7 August 2010 and had as its theme
Translation – Adaptation, Interpretation, Transformation as
its theme. 241 participants had announced their
interest and 225 came to Lund in order to listen to and
discuss nearly 200 oral presentations dealing with
translation – in a wide sense.

Claudia Berguson – research on Sigrid Undset
John Weinstock – assimilation of the Sami
people and its effect on the majority of the
Norwegian population
Solveig Zempel – investigate teaching materials
for Norwegian language and culture courses,
meet with textbook authors, publishers and
teachers of Norwegian as a Second Language
Donna Stockton – research for article “Finding a
Hidden Treasure in Camilla Collet’s
Eventyrsaga og Hendes Datter”
Anne G. Sabo – to interview parents in Norway
on how children sleep for a book “The Sleep
Question”
Rori Knudtson – for research related to her
MFA thesis, and to interview and visit research
stations and institutes, mapping geography with
the aid of technology, and to collect sounds and
pictures.

Already at the IASS conference in Gdansk 2008 the
possibility of replacing or completing the usual
conference volume with a net publication was
discussed. With the great amount of texts in mind it
seems resonable this time to do so. We publish here
133 papers from the conference. We also plan to edit a
less inclusive, thematically structured volume in book
form, based on these papers, which will be sent to all
the participants of the conference.
You can access the papers at:
http://conference.sol.lu.se/en/iass-2010/proceedings/introduction/
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Norgesseminaret 2011
Norwegian identity in an American context
The terrorist attacks of July 22nd served as an
important, but tragic backdrop for this year’s
Norway Seminar. The annual seminar gathers those
who teach Norwegian at American universities and
colleges. The theme for this year’s seminar was
“Norwegian identity and integration”.
The terrorist attacks of July 22nd served as an
important, but tragic backdrop for this year’s
Norway Seminar. The annual seminar gathers those
who teach Norwegian at American universities and
colleges. The theme for this year’s seminar was
“Norwegian identity and integration”.
Seminar hosts Louis Janus and Hanna Zmijewska-Emerson

of Norwegian society.
The Norway Seminar 2011 was held in Minneapolis
and it coincided with the Norwegian Royal visit to
the Midwest. Thus, the participants also had the
opportunity to be present at the October 16th gala
dinner with Their Majesties King Harald and
Queen Sonja as honorary guests.
The lectures at the seminar are usually conducted
in Norwegian and the lecturers are most often
brought in from Norway. This year however, two
of the lecturers were foreigners residing in Norway,
while two were Norwegians living abroad.
Guest speakers from left: Karl Ove Knausgård, Nina Witoszek,
Curt Rice, and Jan-Paul Brekke

The first Norway Seminar was held in 1981, and
since then, with the exception of one year, it has
been an annual event. This year’s seminar was
organized by the University of Minnesota in
collaboration with the Royal Norwegian Consulate
General in New York. Its role as organizer provides
the Royal Norwegian Consulate General with a
great opportunity to keep in touch with the many
Norwegian communities that can be found at
different educational institutions in the U.S. While
the seminar measures the current interest in
Norwegian language and culture, it also provides
the professors and teachers with an updated picture

Nina Witoszek, who is originally from Poland and
Ireland, has lived in Norway for decades and is a
professor at the University of Oslo. Her lecture was
based on her book “Verdens Beste Land”, and she
discussed the image of Norway as a utopia where
the ideals of equality, freedom, wealth, and justice
are almost completely realized. Curt Rice, originally
from Minnesota, is married to a Norwegian and is a
professor and vice-chancellor at the University of
Tromsø. In his lecture, Rice focused on the
Norwegian model of forced integration, affirmative
action, and the rule of law. This model is heavily
debated in Norway and incomprehensible to
Americans. He emphasized the fact that the
academic community still has a long way to go
regarding gendered integration. – Of the PhD
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students 50 percent are women, on the associate
professors level 40 percent are women and only 20
percent of professors are female, he argued.
The Norwegian author Karl Ove Knausgård has
lived in Sweden for the last ten years. In his lecture
at the Norway Seminar he considered the image of
Norway as a country of almost complete innocence,
and he claimed that we are in fact our own enemies
and that the stranger cannot be considered one. Dr.
Jan-Paul Brekke is well-known within the academic
community and he is also a prominent figure in
Norwegian television. He resides in New York but
his work is based in Oslo. His topic of discussion
was “Migration, integration, and multiculturalism
in Norway”. He highlighted the fact that many
communities both inside and outside of Norway
glorifies a past when everything was less
complicated and immigration and multicultural
challenges were non-existent. –This is the vision of
the past, Brekke said.
Henrik Width
GKNY

Traditional Norgesseminaret song performed at the banquet in
Loring Pasta Bar

Reprited from
http://www.norway.org/News_and_events/Norway-inthe-US/Norwegian-Identity-in-an-American-context/

IN MEMORIAM

Audun Toven
Audun Toven, retired professor of Norwegian and
Scandinavian Studies, passed away in November after a long
battle with cancer. Audun was a NORTANA member since the
organization’s establishment, and taught Norwegian and
Scandinavian Studies for 38 years at Pacific Lutheran
University. His career began at PLU in 1967. He was
instrumental in the formation and growth of the programs at
PLU, and is remembered by many NORTANA colleagues and
friends for his quiet dedication and service. He hosted the
NORTANA meeting at PLU in 2003, choosing as a theme one of
his life’s passions, music. Audun was well known in the
Scandinavian communities in the Northwest, having taught
language, dance and music to scores of people young and old. In his many years of teaching Norwegian at the
Oslo International Summer School, Audun touched the lives of students from around the world. In retirement,
Audun received much-deserved recognition for his contributions to many facets of Norwegian and
Scandinavian Studies in the United States. In 2001 he was appointed Knight of First Class of the Royal
Norwegian Order of Merit for his work in promoting Norway and Norwegian culture, and in 2010 he was
presented the President’s Medal at PLU. A memorial service for Audun was held at PLU in early December,
and a funeral for him was held in his home district at Nesset Church in Romsdal, Norway on December 20th.
He will be missed by his colleagues, friends and former students.
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Marv Slind has been appointed to a three-year term
as Department Head of the History Department at
Luther College;
Monika Žagar has been promoted to Full Professor
at the University of Minnesota;
Maria Claudia Tomany received tenure and was
promoted to Associate Professor and Director of
Scandinavian Studies at Minnesota State University,
Mankato. She currently holds a position as
Assistant Vice President for Undergraduate Studies
and International Education at Minnesota State
University, Mankato.

the academic life of the college, including the FirstYear Experience Program, Augsburg Seminar,
Learning Communities, Faculty and Staff
Development, and the Peace Prize Forum. She is an
extraordinary teacher and scholar who personifies
Augsburg's motto, Education for Service.
Natalie van Deusen received NORTANA Graduate
Student Travel Grant to Norgesseminaret 2011 and
published three articles as a graduate student in
2011.
Milda Halvorson welcomed daughter Evelina Una
in May 2011.

Suzanne Brook Martin has accepted a position of
Director of Scandinavian Studies at Minnesota State
University, Mankato.

Sara Marie Ullerø was welcomed to her new
position in New York, as NORTANA members
anticipated working with her in 2012.

Donna Stockton on completion of her Ph.D.;

NORTANA members who contributed articles to
the recently published volume of Dictionary of
Literary Biography, Volume 355: Norwegian
Writers 1500-1900, ed. Lanae Isaacson, Bruccoli
Clark Layman, 2010. (available in print and
electronic editions)

Steve Finney for the ASF translation prize and for
completing his M.A.;
Ellen Rees, Arne Lunde, Roger Greenwald and
Margaret Hayford O'Leary for new book
publications;
Melissa Gjellstad for her UND excellence in
teaching award;

Katherine Hanson and Judith Messick: Amalie Skram
Torild Homstad: Hulda Garborg

John Weinstock for upcoming translation of a text
by Ailo Gaup;

Dean Krouk: Hans Jæger

Troy Storfjell for granted sabbatical.

Ann Schmiesing: Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, Henrik
Wergeland

Frankie Shackelford of the Department of
Languages and Cross-Cultural Studies, has been
recognized by Augsburg College with the award for
Distinguished Academic Leadership.
Frankie Shackelford is best known to Augsburg's
newest faculty members as the co-leader, along
with Bruce Reichenbach and Tom Morgan, of the
two-year orientation seminar sponsored by the
Center for Teaching and Learning and the
Exploring Our Gifts program. She is a trusted coach
and mentor to seminar participants. An alumna of
Texas Christian University and the University of
Texas, Frankie is known to the entire Augsburg
community for her leadership of countless
initiatives that have made a significant difference in

Milda Ostrauskaite: Jonas Lie

Jan Sjåvik: Arne Garborg, Sigbjørn Obstfelder, A. O.
Vinje, Johan Sebastian Welhaven
Donna H. Stockton: Peter Christian Asbjørnsen,
Camilla Collett
Tanya Thresher: Gunnar Heiberg
Ingrid K. Urberg: Drude Krog Janson (Judith Keller)
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NORTANA Reading Group Guides
The reading guides have always been the most
frequently visited pages on our website. We now
have 6 reading guides available on
www.nortana.net for the following books. Farthest
North, Antiphony, Out Stealing Horses, Alberta and
Jacob, Maren Gripe, and The Half Brother. With the
proliferation of literary translations that are now
available we have a prime opportunity to promote
Norwegian literature to a wider audience.

Book Club), but what the literary work reveals about
differing cultural assumptions would be one relevant
topic of discussion, along with themes, characterization,
genre, style, and discussion of the translation.

NORTANA Reading Group Guides present works
of Norwegian literature to an English-reading
public. By presenting these introductory materials,
questions for discussion, and other suggested
readings we wish to enhance your reading
experience as well as to share our enthusiasm for
Norwegian literature and encourage you to explore
further what Norwegian literature has to offer.

Short, general biographical information, primary genres,
most important works, awards, etc. (ca. 150 words or
less, depending on how significant the biographical
information is to the reading context).

Guide to Creating a Reading Group Guide:

OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH
TRANSLATION BY THIS AUTHOR:

PUBLICATION INFORMATION:
Title
Author
Publisher
ISBN
Price
INTRODUCTION:
A brief note to booksellers and/or book group leaders,
stating why this book would be an excellent selection and
what makes it particularly well-suited to use by a reading
group.
ABOUT THIS BOOK:
Ca. 300-500 words briefly outlining the plot and major
issues taken up in the book. Include any relevant material
that sets the novel in some literary/historical context for
non-Scandinavianists.
As you create your reading group guide please keep the
implied audience in mind. Our assumption is that
reading group members are intelligent and serious layreaders, but not academics (at least, not reading
academically in this setting). It is not expected that they
would have a detailed knowledge of Norwegian or Nordic
literature or culture, (unless it happens to be a Nordic

FOR DISCUSSION:
10 to 15 questions for discussion.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Link to author’s website, or author’s page on publisher’s
website, if available.
ABOUT THE TRANSLATOR/TRANSLATION:

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:
(If you enjoyed this book, we suggest the following by
this or other Nordic writers available in English.)
LINKS TO REVIEWS IN ENGLISH:

NORTANA Reading Group Guides may be
downloaded at no charge from the NORTANA
website www.nortana.net for use by reading
groups or individual readers. Comments,
questions, or suggestions may be posted to our
Reading Group Guide Discussion (Bulletin Board)
Page.
NORTANA (The Norwegian Researchers and
Teachers Organization of North America) is a nonprofit organization of researchers, teachers, and
independent scholars involved in Norwegian
language, literature, and area studies in North
America. NORTANA promotes the study of
Norwegian and Norway at all levels, and works to
facilitate cooperation among scholars engaged in
these fields.
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NORTANA Membership

NORTANA Executive Committee

One of the privileges of NORTANA membership is
the opportunity to become involved with a small,
but dedicated, organization devoted to the
professions of Norwegian Studies. Membership is
open to teachers, researchers, graduate students,
and members of the community who are interested
in the field.

2011-2014

If you are interested in reviewing books or
instructional materials, or have teaching tips or
information of interest to share with our colleagues,
please contact the Newsletter editor at
mhalvors@cord.edu
Membership in NORTANA costs $15.00 per year or
$40.00 for three years. Graduate students and
Community Education teachers may join at a
special rate of $12.00 per year or $30.00 for three
years. Membership is based on a calendar year. If
you have let your membership lapse, now is the
time to renew, as well as to encourage colleagues to
join NORTANA.
To join or renew your membership, send dues to:
Gergana May, NORTANA Treasurer
Department of Germanic Studies
Ballantine Hall 644
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405

NORTANA Archives: Request for Materials
For many years it has been a tradition that
NORTANA members express their gratitude
for the excellent programs at Norgesseminaret
by composing and performing a song at the
closing banquet dedicated to the presenters.
NORTANA would like to preserve these songs
as part of NORTANA’s history, along with the
NORTANA Newsletters. If anyone has the text
of songs from any Norgesseminar, please send
a copy to Torild Homstad at homstad@stolaf.edu

President
Claudia Berguson
Pacific Lutheran University
president@nortana.net
Vice-President
Ingrid Urberg
University of Alberta
iurberg@augustana.ca
Treasurer
Gergana May
Indiana University
ggmay@indiana.edu
Secretary
Melissa Gjellstad
University of North Dakota
melissa.gjellstad@email.und.edu
Bjørn Jensen Leilighet Coordinator
Margaret Hayford O’Leary
St. Olaf College
oleary@stolaf.edu
Webmaster
John Weinstock
University of Texas
weinstock@mail.utexas.edu
Newsletter Editor
Milda Halvorson
Concordia College
mhlavors@cord.edu
NORTANA
c/o Milda Halvorson
Concordia College
901 8th St S
Moo rhead, MN 565662
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